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Market Conditions
• Building off a rally that initially started in the second half of 2022, the Russell 2000 

Growth index had a strong start to the year, returning +6.07%, during what shaped up to 
be another volatile quarter in Q1 2023.  

• The “January Effect” was on full display, with the Russell 2000 Growth up 9.95% in 
January, led by a powerful rally in some of the hardest-hit areas from 2022.  

• Although high-beta stocks clearly led the market higher in January within the Russell 2000 
index, the opposite was true during the remainder of the quarter in February and March. 

• The Fund posted strong relative performance in February and March, but it was not 
enough to overcome the ground lost in the low quality rally of January, and the Fund 
underperformed its benchmark for the quarter.  

• More importantly, the Fund remained well ahead of its benchmark across all trailing 
periods of at least 1-year, or longer, through 3/31/2023.

Portfolio Review
• The Small Cap Growth Fund underperformed its benchmark, the Russell 2000 Growth, 

primarily due to negative security selection within the healthcare and information 
technology sectors.

Contributors
• On an individual stock level, Rambus, e.l.f. Beauty and Inter Parfums were the top 

contributors to performance. 

Performance data shown represents past performance and is no guarantee of, and not necessarily 
indicative of, future results. Investment return and value will vary and you may have a gain or loss when 
shares are sold. Current performance may be lower or higher than quoted. For most recent month-end 
performance, visit www.loomissayles.com. 
Additional share classes may be available for eligible investors. Performance will vary based on the share class. 
Performance for periods less than one year is cumulative, not annualized. Returns reflect changes in share price and 
reinvestment of dividends and capital gains, if any. You may not invest directly in an index.
Gross expense ratio 0.93% (Class I). Net expense ratio 0.93%. As of the most recent prospectus, the investment advisor 
has contractually agreed to waive fees and/or reimburse expenses once the expense cap of the fund has been exceeded. 
This arrangement is set to expire on 3/31/2024. When an expense cap has not been exceeded, the fund may have similar 
expense ratios. 
The Class I inception date is 12/31/1996. Class I shares are only available to certain institutional investors only; 
minimum initial investment of $100,000.

CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN AVERAGE ANNUALIZED RETURN

3 MONTH YTD 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5 YEAR 10 YEAR

FUND 4.38 4.38 -7.24 16.12 7.57 10.37
BENCHMARK 6.07 6.07 -10.60 13.36 4.26 8.49

Class I Performance as of March 31, 2023 (%)
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• Rambus is a leading developer of high speed memory interface intellectual property, which 
it licenses to users. The company has executed well of late, beating expectations and raising 
guidance in a semiconductor environment that has remained challenging for most of its 
peers, leading to outperformance of the stock. 

• e.l.f. Beauty is a multi-brand beauty company that makes prestigious high-quality products 
accessible to everyone. The company is benefiting from continued positive momentum 
in the makeup and skincare category and is gaining market share as innovation and its 
marketing investments are bearing fruit. 

• Inter Parfums engages in the business of developing, marketing and distributing prestigious 
fragrances and related products. The company’s portfolio of 20+ brands includes designer 
fragrances and lifestyle fragrances. Inter Parfums has a track record of growing its fragrance 
franchise and gaining market share over time.  The company is benefiting from continued 
upward momentum in the fragrance category as well as from the recovery in travel retail.

Detractors
• On an individual stock level, Halozyme Therapeutics, Calix and Alignment Healthcare 

were the top detractors from performance. 

• Halozyme is a biotech company focused on developing and commercializing oncology 
therapeutics.  The stock underperformed in the first quarter due to increased uncertainty 
around the company’s royalty streams from biopharma partners. This uncertainty stemmed 
from language on drug price negotiations built into the Inflation Reduction Act, which was 
passed in August 2022.  

• Calix is a provider of access-related solutions to telecom service providers. It is actively 
transforming its business model from a legacy box company to a cloud and software 
solutions platform. The stock was volatile during the quarter due to demand-related 
concerns in its service provider customer base. 

• Alignment Healthcare is a provider of Medicare Advantage plans that has been growing 
rapidly by providing a rich set of benefits to members.  The annual open enrollment season 
in the fall is an important event for the industry, and this year featured very competitive 
conditions in some of Alignment’s markets.  This resulted in a disappointing outcome that 
caused the stock to retreat.

Outlook
• In last quarter’s letter, we referenced a view of the economy with a half empty/half full 

mentality that market participants seemed to be rotating through.  This has continued.  

• There are still many reasonable concerns about the economy, including the Fed’s continued 
fight against inflation, the inversion of the yield curve, cracks in the banking system, 
earnings growth deceleration and layoff announcements.  

• On the positive side, the labor market remains very solid, as does the consumer, leading 
to robust demand in many parts of the economy.  Inventories across the economy have 
returned to more typical levels, and the supply chain has normalized to a great degree.  

• In uncertain times, if not all times, we have found the best approach is to remain focused 
on the fundamentals of the companies in which we invest while managing the risk profile 
of the portfolio, and that is our intention at this time.  The volatility has provided us with 

Data is based on total gross assets 
before any fees are paid; any cash held 
is included. The portfolio isv actively 
managed and holdings are subject to 
change. References to specific securities 
or industries should not be considered 
a recommendation. Holdings may 
combine more than one security from 
the same issuer and related depositary 
receipts. Portfolio weight calculations 
include accrued interest. For current 
holdings, please visit our website.

TOP TEN EQUITY 
HOLDINGS (%)

Casella Waste Systems, Inc. 2.0

Rambus Inc. 1.9

WNS (Holdings) Limited 1.9

KBR, Inc. 1.8

Option Care Health, Inc. 1.8

Inspire Medical Systems, Inc. 1.7

WillScot Mobile Mini Holdings 
Corp. 1.6

MACOM Technology Solutions 
Holdings, Inc. 1.6

Silicon Laboratories Inc. 1.6

Merit Medical Systems, Inc. 1.6

Total 17.6
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opportunities and will continue to do so, and we will be ready to take advantage of those 
moments.

About Risk
Equity securities are volatile and can decline significantly in response to broad market and 
economic conditions. Smaller company investments can be more volatile than those of larger 
companies. Growth stocks may be more sensitive to market conditions than other equities, 
as their prices strongly reflect future expectations. Foreign and emerging market securities 
may be subject to greater political, economic, environmental, credit, currency and information 
risks. Foreign securities may be subject to higher volatility than US securities due to varying 
degrees of regulation and limited liquidity. These risks are magnified in emerging markets.

Russell 2000® Growth Index measures the performance of the small cap growth segment of the 
US equity universe. It includes those Russell 2000 companies with higher price-to-value ratios 
and higher forecasted growth values. The Russell 2000 Growth Index is constructed to provide a 
comprehensive and unbiased barometer for the small cap growth segment. Indexes are unmanaged 
and do not incur fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Russell Investment Group is 
the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. 
Russell® is a trademark of Russell Investment Group.

Outlook as presented in this material reflects subjective judgments and assumptions of the 
portfolio team and does not necessarily reflect the views of Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P. 
There is no assurance that developments will transpire as stated. Opinions expressed will evolve 
as future events unfold.

Before investing, consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and 
expenses. Please visit www.loomissayles.com or call 800-633-3330 for a prospectus 
and a summary prospectus, if available, containing this and other information. 
Read it carefully.

Natixis Distribution, LLC (fund distributor, member FINRA|SIPC) and Loomis, Sayles & 
Company L.P. are affiliated.

LS Loomis | Sayles is a trademark of Loomis, Sayles & Company, L.P. registered in the US Patent 
and Trademark Office.

1037398.36.1
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